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NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 SCALE 
SHERMAN 
TANK

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 218

NEWJCB 531 70 Loadall - JCB
                            SCALE      PRICE
76LDL001   1:76 £19.95

NEW
Tooling!

JCB JS220 Tracked Excavator - JCB
We are delighted to launch our newly tooled model of

the JCB JS220 Tracked Excavator in the yellow and black

corporate colour scheme of JCB.  The JS220 is a 22-tonne

tracked vehicle equipped with a host of efficiency,

performance, comfort and safety innovations.  

The cab on this detailed model is decorated in matt black

and it is positioned over the rotating caterpillar tracks,

also black.  The main body colour and the bucket lifting

arm are painted yellow, while other elements of the

operating machinery are black.  The JCB logo features

either in black out of yellow or white out of black.  The

end result is one of detailed realism.  Let’s get digging! 

JCB 531 70 Loadall - JCB
The JCB 531 70 Loadall is certainly a

heavyweight and comes with the forks poised

to lift up those heavy pallet loads or whatever else it 

is being asked to carry.  It features compact dimensions,

unrivalled manoeuvrability, unparalleled build quality 

and all-day operator comfort.  

Our 1:76th scale replica in JCB’s corporate colour

scheme features a yellow body with black cab, 

mudguards and fork blades. The enormous wheels have

yellow hubs and the company logo JCB is prominently

displayed in black and white on the sides and front of 

the machine.  A final detail sees the Loadall wording

printed on the door of the cabin with the 531 70

numbering printed on the rear side. Now you have a

vehicle to take all your Oxford 1:76 scale pallet loads!

NEWJCB JS220 Tracked
Excavator - JCB
                          SCALE       PRICE
76JS001   1:76  £23.95

NEW
Tooling!
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MILITARY1:76
SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWChurchill Tank - 
142 RAC Tunisia 1943
                          SCALE       PRICE
76CHT003 1:76  £12.95

Churchill Tank - 142 RAC Tunisia 1943
The third release on our Churchill Mk III Tank is a

reminder of the tank’s deployment to North Africa

between 1941 and 1944.  Following the Second Battle of

Alamein (Operation Kingforce), a military decision was

made to despatch two Army Tank Brigades to Tunisia to

support the First Army there.

One of these brigades was the 142 (Suffolk) Regiment,

Royal Armoured Corps. They arrived just as one of the

major battles for Kasserine Pass was taking place and

throughout 1943 were heavily involved against 

Rommel’s forces.

Presented in a two tone dark and lighter green

camouflage scheme, the remaining body parts are painted

grey, including tracks, cables, suspension springs, rear deck

tools and machine guns.

The model is a perfect partner for our tank 76CHT001

which launched the Churchill Mk III series and which

commemorated the ‘Kingforce’ campaign of El Alamein. 

Humber Snipe Tourer ‘Old Faithful’ - Tripoli 1943
General Montgomery used this Humber Snipe

Tourer, familiarly known as ‘Old Faithful’, 

to visit his troops in North Africa

and Italy during his command of

The British Eighth Army.  

He had a personal chauffeur

to drive the 3498 cc six-

cylinder engine car, which

had a top speed of between

65 and 72 mph.  For its third

campaign outing, the open topped Humber

Snipe Tourer comes in a desert beige colour

scheme with darker green beige seating and hood.  

The RAF roundel is printed on the bonnet and the car

has the military identity number M239459 printed on

each side of the bonnet.  We might imagine that ‘Monty’

came across the crew of our Churchill Mk III tank during

his tours.

NEWHumber Snipe Tourer 
‘Old Faithful’ - Tripoli 1943
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76HST003       1:76  £6.45

Thompson Refueller - RAF
                            SCALE      PRICE
76TRF003   1:76 £10.95
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MILITARY1:76
SCALE

NEWSherman Tank MK III -
10th Armoured Div 1942
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SM001  1:76  £12.95

NEW
Tooling!

Sherman Tank MK III - 10th Armoured Division, 1942
Our newly tooled Sherman Tank is based on the Medium

Tank M4A2 Sherman Mk III manufactured in the United

States of America.  Under a Lend-Lease arrangement with

the Allies, the majority of their production of the diesel

variant was shipped across the Atlantic between April

1942 and May 1945, during which time over 8000 tanks

were manufactured.  The British named the consignment

of American tanks after Civil War Generals, hence the

name Sherman.

We launch the series with a replica of the Sherman as

deployed by the 10th Armoured Division (UK) which was

an amalgamation of the 1st Cavalry Regiment, a 1st Line

Yeomanry unit of the TA, which had previously served in

Palestine.  The division diverted to armour in 1941 and

had a force of between 13,000 and 14,000 men and 186

tanks, which saw action in the Middle East and in the

battles of North Africa.

Our 1:76 replica of one of the Division’s Sherman Mk III

tanks is decorated in a beige and dark green camouflage

scheme with black tracks.  The model features a rear

turret box.  The underside of the gun barrel and body is

painted white and the RAF roundel is positioned on the

upper side of the tank, which carries the military number

T743480.  An additional feature comprises the formation

sign of the 10th Armoured Division - a fox’s mask,

representing the hunting tradition of the formation’s

cavalry and Yeomanry units, which appears on the front

and back of the tank. 

Sherpa Van - RAF
Our ubiquitous Sherpa Van is now in the hands

of the RAF and appears here in an unusual

RAF colour scheme of dark green with a

block of yellow masking along both sides.

The interior is moulded black.  

The Royal Air Force lettering

running along both sides of the

van is printed in black and the

military registration plate reads

88 KG 61.  The Sherpa 200

series number is minutely

displayed in red, black and silver on

the nearside rear door, with other

exterior trim finished in silver.

NEWSherpa Van - RAF
                            SCALE      PRICE
76SHP005   1:76  £6.45
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1:76 SCALE

NEWRange Rover Sport SVR -
Indus Silver
                            SCALE      PRICE
76RRS002   1:76  £5.75

NEWAston Martin Vanquish
Coupé - Quantum Silver
                            SCALE      PRICE
76AMV003  1:76  £5.75

Range Rover Sport SVR - Indus Silver
Our second release on the brand new Range Rover Sport

SVR (Special Vehicle Racing) dates from 2016, only the

second year of manufacture, registered LP16 HYX.  It is

superlative in all respects, including the price of

around £100,000!  Not only is it the fastest

Land Rover ever produced but it has every

comfort and refinement one could want. 

And we think that even in 1:76 scale it is

pretty impressive!  The immaculate

silver paintwork is offset with overall

black trim and finely detailed silver

wheels.  Even the interior is black.  

For the person who actually owns the

real thing, or for Land Rover buffs and

collectors in general, this model is a must have.

Mini - Pink
Decorated in pale pink with contrasting white detail, in real

life this classic Mini would have been an essential accessory

for the trendy girl about town!  The delicate coloured pink

body features a white roof, white masking to wheel arches

and sporty white stripes along the bonnet, rounded off with

lots of silver trim to bumpers, grille, wheels and door

handles.  The Mini is

registered RAU 48J from

1970/71. 

Aston Martin Vanquish Coupé - Quantum Silver
You’ve seen this superb model in Quantum Silver in 1:43

scale and now we are pleased to introduce it in exactly

the same detail for those of you who collect 1:76

scale prestige cars.  The dark metallic body is

complemented by the bright red interior

seating, grey carpet and black fittings.  

A special feature comprises the right

hand drive option on this release,

together with right hand drive

configured windscreen wipers.  It is

registered simply VANQUISH.  Manufactured

between 2001 and 2007, its style and appeal are timeless.   

NEWMini - Pink
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MCS006  1:76  £5.45

Mini Cooper S MkII - 
John Rhodes 1968 Brands Hatch
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MCS002  1:76  £5.25

Austin Mini - Almond Green/
Old English White 
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MN002   1:76  £4.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWTriumph TR4 - New White
                             SCALE     PRICE
76TR4003   1:76  £5.45

Triumph TR4 - New White
The third release on an iconic British sports car from

the 1960s, the Triumph TR4, is presented in a gleaming

white with hood down showing a detailed black

interior.  Registered FCH 541C from 1965, 

the fine detailing extends to the finely 

executed wire wheels, with a silver finish 

given to windscreen wipers, door handles 

and bumpers.  The Triumph name and

distinctive coloured badge are faithfully

replicated on the front of the bonnet with the

model type also printed in silver across the boot

Ford Fiesta Mk I - Terracotta
Refreshed in a vibrant fiery terracotta colour scheme

with brown interior and silver and black trim, 

our 2-door Ford Fiesta Mk I makes its latest entrance

registered VRT 338X from 1981/82.  Highly popular

in its day for zippy motoring and sporty looks our

model replicates many of the appealing features of

the original including the distinctive radiator grille

with silver and orange headlights to each side, 

as well as the realistic rear light clusters with their 

red and orange detail. 

Ford Cortina Mk.I - Lombard Grey/Red
The Ford Cortina Mk I represents a

nostalgic look to the 1960s era of

family motoring and it makes its eighth

outing in a typical colour scheme of

that era, a dark grey with a red stripe

running along the sides and down behind

the rear wing.  Registered ELE 929C from

1965, our two-door saloon comes with a red

interior.  Authenticity extends to the wide

Cortina Mk I radiator grille finished in black

and chrome and the Cortina marque printed

in silver on the offside of the boot.

Austin Healey 3000 - Metallic Golden Beige
The Austin Healey 3000 is one of much loved

British classic sports cars from the 1960s and

probably the best known of the ‘big’ Healey

cars, launched between 1959 and 1967.

This open-topped version comes with a Metallic

Golden Beige body  and silver spoked wheels.  The

red and silver Austin Healey 3000 Mk III badge sits

above the characteristic oval radiator grille and the

Austin Healey graphics also feature across the

boot. Remaining exterior trim is also silver. 

NEWFord Fiesta Mk1 -
Terracotta
                       SCALE      PRICE
76FF006  1:76  £5.25

NEWAustin Healey 3000 -
Metallic Golden Beige
                            SCALE      PRICE
76AH3005   1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Cortina MkI -
Lombard Grey/Red
                             SCALE      PRICE
76COR1008 1:76  £5.45
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Wolseley 18/85 - Black/Ivory
It’s back to 1938 for the stately Wolseley 18/85, a 4 door

saloon made between 1938/9 and post war between

1945 and 1948.  The Wolseley was powered by an 85bhp,

twin carburettor,  2322 cc inline six cylinder engine

We have chosen to decorate our fifth release in

black with ivory door panels and bonnet sides.

There is a wealth of exterior chromework too,

including the front headlights and a silver strip

that runs the length of the bonnet.  The interior 

is moulded in a light sand colour and our model is

registered 9598 HK. 

1:76 SCALE

NEWWolseley 18/85 -
Black/Ivory
                            SCALE      PRICE
76WO005   1:76  £5.45

NEWVauxhall FB Victor -
Cactus Green
                       SCALE      PRICE
76FB006  1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Triumph 2500 S - Russet Brown
The Triumph 2500 S, designed by Triumph’s in-

house designer Giovanni Michelotti, made

its debut in June in 1975.  It was the result

of several modifications to the 2000 series

which had been launched in 1963.  Just over

8000 came off the production line.

Our 1:76 scale four-door saloon is registered WYC

750S from 1977, the last year of production.

Decorated in a russet brown colour scheme,

the body trim is finished in black and silver

and the interior is moulded in tan.

Vauxhall FB Victor - Cactus Green
The Vauxhall Victor FB was a large 4-door family car.

Production spanned a 1961-1964 period and our 

model, registered ABC 958B, dates from its last 

year of manufacture.  

The front grille, reminiscent of its predecessor

the Wyvern, is finished in silver and there is 

also lots of additional external silver trim which

enhances the pale green body colour.  The status 

of our model is confirmed by the Deluxe silver lettering

across the offside of the boot.  In contrast, the interior 

is moulded in a very pale grey with black steering wheel. 

Ford Zephyr - Purbeck Grey
The Ford Zephyr 6 is now an established

model in the Oxford Automobile

programme of 1960s cars and our latest

addition to the line-up shows the four door

saloon decorated with a mid grey body and

brown red interior seating.  Sporting the distinctive

new full-width radiator grille which incorporates the

chrome headlights, additional trim is finished in silver,

including the specially shaped Zephyr wheel hubs.

Our model, registered FVJ 259D, dates from the last

year of manufacture.

NEWTriumph 2500 - 
Russet Brown
                       SCALE      PRICE
76TP005  1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Zephyr - 
Purbeck Grey
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ZEP010   1:76  £5.75
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NEWBedford J1 Ambulance -
Dundalk Fire Service
                            SCALE      PRICE
76BED007   1:76  £6.25

NEWFord Transit Mk5 LWB High -
Docklands Light Railway
                                   SCALE      PRICE
76FT029          1:76  £5.75

NEWLand Rover SII LWB Hard
Top - RAC Radio Patrol
                             SCALE     PRICE
76LAN2017  1:76  £5.75

NEWMercedes Actros Semi
Low Loader - JCB
                          SCALE       PRICE
76MB010  1:76  £25.45

Mercedes Actros SSC Semi Low Loader - JCB
A timely release to team up with the newly tooled JCB

machinery is our Mercedes Actros semi low loader

decorated in the corporate yellow and black company

colour scheme.  The vehicle is attached to Watling

JCB Ltd judging by the name and website printed in black

on the front and sides of the cab.  A tinted orange light

bar has been added to the cab for this release.  The semi

low loader decking has been given a tan ‘planked’ finish.

Our vehicle is appropriately 

registered WA11 JCB.  

Bedford J1 Ambulance - Dundalk Fire Service
This unusual livery on the 1950s Bedford J1/Lomas Ambulance

sees it in a dual role, as used by the Dundalk Fire Service. 

Here we see our Emergency vehicle painted white with

deep red contrasting bodywork.  The colourful

Dundalk Coat of Arms between the side

windows celebrates Dundalk’s mythical

warrior hero Cu Chulainn.  The Fire Tender

and Dundalk Fire Service lettering is also

printed in deep red and a final detail includes

the addition of two blue roof beacons.

Land Rover Series II LWB Hard Top - RAC Radio Patrol
Wearing the signature RAC dark blue and white livery 

of the day, our Land Rover Series II is registered YYF

365, serving as a Radio Patrol Mobile Service Unit.  

Two special details have been added to this release - 

a centrally placed orange roof beacon on the roof

and an RAC Radio Patrol roofboard above the split

windscreen.  The RAC insignia on the front wings and

rear doors round off the authentic image.

Ford Transit Mk 5 
LWB High Roof - Docklands Light Railway
The new Ford Transit Mk 5 appears in an equally

modern, bright livery this time.  The long wheelbase

Transit is registered BV13 UGP and is decorated in

white with attractive turquoise, yellow and blue

graphics.  The roundel on each of the sliding doors

and above the windscreen carries the DLR initials.

Additional detail to the back doors warns cyclists not

to overtake on the inside and the speed restriction of

the vehicle is also advised - 70mph!
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

NEW
Junkers Ju87 T6+DP
6 St.G2 Immelmann
Libya 1941
                  SCALE      PRICE
AC085  1:72  £14.95

NEW
Grumman Hellcat 
VF31 Lt. Ray Hawkins.
USS Cabot 1944
                  SCALE      PRICE
AC078  1:72  £13.95

Grumman
Hellcat - VF31

Lt.Ray Hawkins, 
USS Cabot 1944

Another great Oxford

Aviation release celebrates one

of the famous American fighter pilot

aces of World War II, namely Lt. Arthur

Ray ‘Hawk’ Hawkins.  Attached to Fighter

Squadron 31 (VF-31) aboard the aircraft

carrier USS Cabot between January and

October 1944, his successes in his Hellcat

during that time totalled 14 and included

shooting and destroying five Japanese

enemy aircraft in one day. 

We have replicated his Grumman Hellcat No 12 in a dark

blue with white markings. The contrasting detail to the aircraft

is finished in black.  His name appears in white beneath the

cockpit together with his tally of ‘kills’ – all fourteen of them!  

Highly decorated, ‘Hawk’ Hawkins survived the war and

served with the US Navy until 1973. He died aged 81 in 2004.

Junkers Ju87 T6+DP 6 St. G2 Immelmann, 
Libya 1941
This very distinctive livery of the Schlange

Sturzkampfflugzeug - Snake Stuka represents the Ju 87

deployed to North Africa and the Mediterranean from

1941.  This aircraft was deployed to the T6+DP unit

stationed at Tmimi on the Libyan coast where it provided

ground support as well as attacking Allied shipping.

Unexpectedly  deployed to that desert landscape, it was

originally decorated in a hastily applied desert camouflage

scheme over the darker European scheme, resulting in a

sandy beige and mid/dark green finish with blue

underside, complete with T6 and DP lettering in black 

and yellow on the underwings.  A small detail to note is

the addition of the letter J under the port wing which

represents the manufacturer’s code.  The snake

decoration runs the length of the aircraft with its open

jaws and fangs finishing just behind the nose cone.

Doubtless it would have proved a daunting sight, highly

visible in white and an ochre yellow.  On the model front,

it adds a very unique dimension to your Oxford WWII

enemy airfield.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

NEW
Me163b Komet
White 54 - 14JG 
400, Niemcy, 1945
                  SCALE      PRICE
AC084  1:72  £14.95

NEWSpitfire 1A - 
N3277 Luftwaffe
                  SCALE      PRICE
AC086  1:72  £14.95

Spitfire 1A - 
N3277 Luftwaffe

Our latest release on the

valiant WWII Spitfire represents

the livery of one which unfortunately

fell into enemy hands. The Luftwaffe must

have been delighted to evaluate our ace

aircraft and have decorated it in their

captured evaluation scheme, complete with

Luftwaffe markings.  In camouflage green

and brown to the upper side and bright

yellow underside, it carries the Swastika on

the tail fins and the German cross in black and

white on both the upper and lower wings.  

Me 163b Komet White 54 - 14JG 400, Niemcy, 1945
The Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet was a German rocket-

powered short-range fighter/interceptor aircraft, designed

by Alexander Lippisch, which took its first flight on 1st

September 1941 and which was introduced for use by the

Luftwaffe in 1944.  Of revolutionary design it is the only

rocket-powered fighter aircraft ever to have been

operational and a German test pilot of the time achieved

a speed of 700 mph, an unofficial airspeed record which

was unrivalled for almost a decade.  Its official top speed

was 959 kmph with a range of 40 kms.  Over 300 aircraft

were built and although the concept should have lead to a

highly successful combat plane against the Allies, it proved

to be too little, too late and early teething troubles which

made it volatile and unstable were not ironed out in time

to change the course of the German defeat in the air.

Upon take-off the rocket fuel enabled the Komet to climb

to 30,000 feet in just a few seconds but its speed made it

very difficult to fire accurately at the enemy convoys of 

aircraft.  Landing was even more

dangerous as the Komet only had 9 minutes

of fuel from take-off to combat and its return journey

necessitated gliding powerlessly back to the airfield.  

Jagdgeschwader 400 (JG 400) was the only frontline

Luftwaffe fighter wing squadron to fly the ME 163 rocket

fighter operationally and under the supervision of their

notable Commander Wolfgang Spate, first flew the aircraft

on 16th August 1944.  Its limited successes were almost

equalled by its losses.  The squadron - and with it the

operational life of the ME 163B - disbanded in April 1945.

Here we see ‘White 54’ in dark red brown and green

camouflage scheme with white Luftwaffe markings and

mottled grey fuselage to the upper body.  The underside

is painted in plain grey with black/white Luftwaffe

markings.  The detail on this aircraft includes the skid on

the front under the nose, an essential part of the landing

gear - usually a precarious operation.  The main wheels

have a red and white finish while the small tail wheel is

purely black. 

Several Me 163Bs exist in museums around the world as

many were brought out of Germany after the end of the

war for evaluation though none flown out!
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1:43 SCALE

NEWAustin Seven RN 
Saloon -Light Grey
                           SCALE      PRICE
43ASS006  1:43 £16.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Aston Martin DB4GT - Zagato Red
The third release of our 1:43 scale Aston Martin 

DB4 comes in a vibrant red with contrasting

black interior, including the detailed

instrument panel.  Registered

simply AE 500, our model is a

fine replica of the DB4 GT

which Aston Martin launched 

in September 1959 as a

lightweight, high-performance

version of the standard DB4.  

It featured enclosed headlights and a

thinner aluminium skin for lighter weight.  The wheelbase

was also reduced in comparison with the standard car,

which resulted in many cars coming without rear seats.

Our model has all the features of the original, including

detailed headlights with silver trim, wire wheels with red

inserts and note too the front registration plate set above

the distinctive radiator grille.

Vauxhall Firenza Sport SL - Sunspot Yellow
Vauxhall excelled in bright vibrant colour schemes and

our fourth release on the Firenza Sport SL,

manufactured between 1971 and

1975, is no exception.  In bright

yellow with black roof and copper

brown interior, our 1:43 scale

model is registered KXE 282K

from the first year of production -

1971/2.  The Firenza was the successor

to the Viva but the new shape with

sloping back, two-door coupé format, front mounted 

four-cylinder engine and performance to boot, made it 

an instant hit.  The Sport SL version came with a unique 

7-dial instrument panel on the dashboard and maximum

exterior silver trim, all faithfully reproduced on our

model, right down to the Firenza ‘signature’ printed in

silver behind the front wheel arch and the 2300cc engine

capacity featured on the radiator grille.

Austin Seven RN Saloon - Light Grey
The Austin 7 or ‘Baby Austin’ manufactured by all-British

Austin Motor Company between 1922 and 1939 was

classed at the time as an economy car and was very

popular, selling around 290,000 during its lifetime. 

Our RN version dates from the beginning of the 1930s

and represents the long wheelbase version which came

with steel chassis, an update of the original 6'3" chassis

which was lengthened by 6" in 1931.  It is still very

tiny by today’s standards.

Registered PJ 5222, the light grey colour scheme is

complemented with a black finish to the sunroof panel,

bonnet sides, running boards, mudguards, exhaust and

wheels.  Other exterior trim is finished in chrome.  

The interior is also black except for the brown door

trim.  It might be tiny but it is perfectly formed!

NEWAston Martin DB4GT
Zagato - Red
                           SCALE      PRICE
43AMZ003 1:43 £24.95

NEWVauxhall Firenza
Sport SL - Sunspot
                  SCALE      PRICE
VF004  1:43 £23.95
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1:76 SCALE
Diamond T Ballast - Wynns
The Chicago based Diamond T Company had a long

history of building heavy vehicles for the US Army

and British Army during WWII.  After the

war, many Diamond Ts were sold

into civilian service and would

have been just the job for

Wynns, whose haulage 

activities would have used its

strength to maximum effect.

Here we see it as used by 

Wynns, decorated in their familiar

two-tone red livery with black mudguards

and chassis.  The slogan “Wynns For All Types” is

printed in yellow on the cab doors and along the sides.

An unusual detail sees the front bumper ends and the

front part of the mudguard finished in white.  The back 

of the Diamond T featuring tan planking also houses 

the spare wheel.  Wheel hubs match the bright red 

body colour.

Beadle Integral - East Yorkshire 
Motor Company
The 1:76 scale Beadle Integral, a

rebodied vehicle from JH C

Beadle of Dartford, Kent,

makes its third appearance in

the popular livery of the Hull

based East Yorkshire Motor

Company.  Brightly

decorated in a warm cream

with pale blue masking to

wheels, wheel arches and body

length flash above the windows, 

our single deck coach is registered LRH

963.  The destination blind shows it as travelling to Hull.  

The interior seating is blue, the steering wheel white and

remaining interior trim is grey.  Gold and black lettering

on the rear of the coach depicts the name, address and

pre-STD telephone number of the 

coach company.

Irizar i6 - The Kings Ferry
The Irizar i6 is a high-end

coach suitable for

commuter and

touring services, 

at the same time

boasting VIP

specifications as

standard.  The coach 

is highly popular with

all top coach operators

who are able to configure

the coach and other equipment

specification options according to their needs.

Decorated in deep silver and dark green with additional

red and black, the colour scheme is highly complementary

to this ultra modern coach, which is registered YT61 GRF.

Printed in contrasting black, 

the Kings Ferry name and logo runs along the sides of 

the coach, with additional VIP lettering in white.  Whilst

exterior trim is finished in chrome or silver, the coach

interior seating and fittings are black.

NEWBeadle Integral - 
East Yorkshire
                         SCALE      PRICE
76BI003   1:76 £18.95

NEWIrizar i6 - 
The Kings Ferry
                         SCALE      PRICE
76IR6003 1:76 £23.95

NEWDiamond T Ballast -
Wynns
                         SCALE      PRICE
76DT006   1:76 £15.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

AR137 Delage Album: Louis Delage had an unpromising start in life, losing the sight of one
eye at a young age, but he turned out to be a clever engineer and young entrepreneur, 
setting up his own company to build dependable, if unadventurous, light cars.  He promoted
his business by racing specially built cars, mostly in ‘Voiturette’ events, and by 1912 he was
selling 1,000 road cars per year.  After the Great War Delage produced some exciting racing
cars and ever more expensive and exotic road cars.  Sales of prestige luxury cars fell in the
early 1930s, and in 1935 his company was taken over by Delahaye, previously a competitor.

Both car ranges, Delage and Delahaye, struggled on in the later 1930s, and tried to
recover their lost market position in the postwar years.  Delahaye merged with
Hotchkiss in 1954, but by 1957 the combined firm had been taken over by a white
goods manufacturer, and had ceased making motor vehicles.

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

NEW MODEL! NEW MODEL!

AR137
NEW

OR763RM002 1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a Coach RFM BR Intercity Swallow 10201

NEW MODEL!

AR137 AEC Album part 2: after 1945: This publication completes the history of the
Southall company to 1977, when the brand name was discontinued.  The 1940s saw
postwar expansion by AEC, with the acquisition in 1948 of  Crossley and Maudslay.
Park Royal Vehicles of London and its subsidiary Charles Roe were also taken over, the
combined firms now called Associated Commercial Vehicles (ACV).  After 1945 the prewar
bus and coach range was relaunched and improved, Regent double-deckers and Regal 
single-deckers , followed by the integral-construction Routemaster (RM). 

In 1962 ACV acquired Thornycroft, another British vehicle manufacturer.  AEC goods vehicles
were popular with British hauliers and export customers, though after the takeover of ACV
by Leyland, much of AEC’s individuality was lost.  The factory finally closed in 1979. 

AR138
NEW

OR76TOA004  1:76 - £14.95
BR 6 Wheel Plated Toad 
Wolverhampton 56962

OR76TOB004  1:76 - £14.95
BR Toad 4 Wheel Bala 56449
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